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called Protestantism a religion of gloom; that whatever the rich might think, the poor had only their Sundays for recreation ; that nothing could so increase drunkenness on Sunday as the prohibition of sports. His opponents had to win a civil war before they could have their way. They are perhaps innocent of later follies, and that boxing of the compass on the Fourth Commandment which denied any pleasure on Sunday, but doubled the servants' work with vast family luncheons. But there is still a witness against the Puritans in the youths who kick their heels in mischievous idleness and tell each other smutty stories at the street corners and village greens of what was once Merrie England.
The ideas that Charles attacked had many sincere if narrow advocates. A few were glad to suffer for'their faith. Whether it was wise to punish them is very doubtful: it is often represented as the worst mistake Charles made. Undoubtedly the whole business is often exaggerated.1 Branding and mutilation were the ordinary instruments of local government. J.P.s used them constantly to punish the poor. Much of the opposition to Charles's policy arose from their use against the well-to-do and the educated. Even so the cases are far fewer than is generally implied. In fifteen years there were barely half a dozen.
The first was Dr. Gill, a schoolmaster at St. Paul's, who had said, with libellous detail, that Charles was fitter to be a Cheapside shopkeeper than a king. He lost his orders as a clergyman and his place at school He was condemned to be fined and have his ears cut off, but these sentences were immediately cancelled, and the King signed a free pardon. Gill was followed by Dr. Leighton, whose book (printed in Holland to escape censorship) was held to suggest civil war, and certainly referred to bishops
1 For a really unpardonable instance of misrepresentation, I recommend the reader to a certain incident in Mr. Drinkwater1 s play on Oliver Cromwell.

